
Story Number 1

THE CREATION

[Chapter not necessarily suitable as the first

for younger children]

How did the world come about? At first there was God, and some water

he had created, and nothing else. Nothing! Not even light, just darkness.

Then God decided to create the world. Not all at once, but in stages,

gradually. Six stages in all, and then he took a rest. But let as start at the

beginning of the story.

The first thing was to create light, so that whatever he created could be

seen. This was not light as we know it, but some sort of cosmic radiation,

and it is too difficult to explain that. However, it came for a period and

then went away for a while, then came back again and so on. The time it

was there God called ‘day’ and the time it was not there and nothing

could be seen, just darkness, he called ‘night’. Not the short days and

nights that we know. Each ‘day’ was as long as several million years by

our reckoning, but God had plenty of time, and was in no hurry. Creating

the light was enough for one day.

The next ‘day’ he made a sort of sheet, which split the water into two

parts, water above the sheet and water below it, and he called the sheet

‘the sky’. That was enough for the second day.

On the third day, the third stage, he first collected the water below the

sky into special areas so that something dry appeared from underneath the

water. He called the areas ‘seas’ and the dry parts he called ‘land’.
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How did he do all these things? How did he create light, sky and so

on? Just by saying ‘Let there be ...’. He said ‘Let there be light!’ and

there was light, ‘Let there be a sky!’ and there was one, ‘Let dry land

appear’ and it appeared.

Still on the third day, he decided to create vegetation. Grass began to

grow out of the land, with seeds so that it could reproduce. Also other

things, all sorts of plants and flowers and vegetables. Not satisfied with

this, he then created trees, all different types of trees, each with fruit

containing seeds to reproduce the tree.

At each stage, God looked at what he had done and was pleased with

it. He was satisfied. Nothing had gone wrong, as it often does when we

ourselves make things. And nothing went wrong all through till the end,

which we have not yet come to.

On the fourth day, God decided that the light he had made on the first

day was good enough for him, and for what he had done so far, but was

not enough or suitable for what he meant to do next. So he created the

sun, the moon and the stars, to give light as we know it and also to be

used for a calendar, for the counting of days, months and years, and fixing

dates. These he placed in the sky. Enough for the fourth day.

On the fifth ‘day’, that is to say in the fifth stage, God decided that

vegetation was not enough. It is a form of life, but not real life, not

creatures that somehow know what they are doing. So he told the water

to sprout forth real living creatures. First the fish in the water, then the

dinosaurs, then things that fly – flying insects and then birds. He blessed

them all, telling them to consciously reproduce and fill the seas and sky.

Trees and vegetables only reproduce without knowing it.

Then came the sixth day, the busiest day of the lot. God created living

creatures not in the water, and not in the air, but on land. Animals,

varying from the worm, to the mouse, to sheep and cattle, to the monkey,

together with dogs, cats, horses and all sorts of others. We are not told

that he made them all at once. Of course they were developed, they were
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made in stages. The sixth ‘day’ was of course millions of millions of

years, and there was plenty of time for development. Most of these

creatures have some intelligence, but then so do some of the birds.

Satisfied with all this, God decided on the final stage, to create ‘man’,

a creature that in some way resembled God himself. Man would rule over

the fish, the birds and the animals. So he created man ‘in his own image’,

male and female, and told them to reproduce and fill the world, to conquer

the world, and to rule over fish, birds and animals. For food he told them

he had given them all the plants and vegetables, and the fruit of all the

trees, but by implication not living creatures, alive or dead. That only

came hundreds of years later.

Yes, there was one tree whose fruit they were not allowed to eat, but

that is a detail in a story that comes later. Here we are not given details,

only an outline.

How is man superior to animals by being ‘in God’s image’? He has

intelligence and can think and make decisions, but so can even primitive

fish. He can communicate, so can birds. He can talk, so can parrots. He

can invent, so at times can animals. What is the difference?

The difference is that man can develop, invent and build new things,

and pass on the results of his work to a new generation, who can begin

where he left off and carry on the development to a further stage. What

an animal knows by instinct it knows, as also what it learns from its own

experience and perhaps from what it sees, but man is capable of learning,

and sometimes does, from the experience of others. Lions understand

family life, and ants understand community cooperation, but by instinct,

just as birds know how to build a nest. A particular bird may invent a

method of getting round a problem, but the idea is not passed on to the

next generation. Even apes who love to copy cannot do this.

Just as God developed things by stages (called ‘evolution’) in the

Creation, so man develops. Originally the wheel was unknown, and in

South America remained unknown until imported from Europe. Even
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computers and telephones, unknown in ancient times, were not developed

to modern standards in one generation. Perhaps most important of all, man

learned for the purpose of development to create, use and control fire.

Animals can only meet it and, by instinct, run away. This is what is meant

by saying that ‘Man was created in the image of God’ – he can develop.

What is the point of all this? We are not given details as we are in

science, only the outline. It is meant to give us a rough idea of how the

world that we know came into being. It was not created suddenly in one

big bang, but in stages, and grew and developed in periods far, far longer

that anyone’s lifetime. Even more important, it was not made by many,

but by One alone. He had no rivals, no enemies to fight and conquer, he

just did whatever he wanted to do, with no interference, and (here is the

message) still does!

Let us return to the Creation. In six ‘days’ the world was created, and

at the end of the sixth day it was complete. So what happened on the

seventh? On that day God rested, he did nothing, he had done all that was

needed and took a rest. Only in a passive sense may he be said to have

created – he created a day of rest, and thereby created the idea of a week.

Unlike the month, seen by the moon, or the day or the year, both seen by

the sun, the week cannot be seen, it can only be counted. 1

Later, God decided to give this creation to man, but only to the people

of Israel. They were later told to observe the day of rest after six days of

acquiring things, as a reminder of how God rested on his seventh ‘day’

after acquiring the world, so that in turn we remember that in fact God

created the world, and we do not forget it. Just as God made things in six

days out of seven, so we are to make nothing and acquire nothing on our

seventh day. Whatever we need we get or make on the other six.

1. The creation of a day of not doing after six days of doing may be compared
to the creation of zero among the numbers, extremely useful indeed.
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